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Abstract
While image generation and editing technologies such as
Generative Adversarial Networks and Photoshop are being
used for creative and positive applications, the misuse of
these technologies to create negative applications including Deep-nude and fake news is also increasing at a rampant pace. Therefore, detecting digitally created and digitally altered images is of paramount importance. This paper
proposes a hierarchical approach termed as DAD-HCNN
which performs two-fold task: (i) it differentiates between
digitally generated images and digitally retouched images
from the original unaltered images, and (ii) to increase the
explainability of the decision, it also identifies the GAN architecture used to create the image. The effectiveness of the
model is demonstrated on a database generated by combining face images generated from four different GAN architectures along with the retouched images and original images
from existing benchmark databases.

Figure 1. Guess which of these images are original, retouched or
generated using GANs? Answer is available at Page 2.

ferentiate a real image from an altered image.
While majority of these images are created for fun, they
may be used for deception [25] with malicious intent. For
instance, such images can be used for spreading fake news.
GANs have been used to create DeepNude, show celebrities with pornographic content by generating an individual’s
face that closely matches with another face in the video.
Fake videos of Mr. Barack Obama were widely circulated
on the Internet [34]. To facilitate research in the area of
fake image detection, Facebook has recently organized the
Deepfake Detection Challenge (DFDC) [2]. Retouching using both handcrafted methods and GANs can affect the biometric identification process as well [5, 10]. These alterations can be undertaken in real-time by swapping faces
along with their facial expressions [3]. Some of these illintended applications of the society not only has an effect
on law enforcement scenarios but can also lead to significant psychological and sociological implications [31].
The adverse consequences of digitally altered images demands an automatic system for the detection and classification of these images. Detection and proper classification of
digitally altered images is essential in helping law enforcement agencies in investigation, solving the psychological
and sociological issues, and in proper biometric identification process.

1. Introduction
The availability and affordability of digital cameras have
led to the exorbitant generation and usage of images in digital media. Every day millions of images are uploaded or
shared through social media channels. According to a survey [1], 68% of adults retouch their images before sharing
or posting them on any online platform. With the rapid development of easy-to-use image editing tools, generation of
tampered and altered images has become an easy task even
for novice users. Along with these “handcrafted” tools,
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) based tools are
also becoming popular [14, 19, 30]. The data-driven deep
learning approaches, nowadays, do not require any human
level expertise. Once trained, they can automatically retouch the images [7] and add different effects such as changing gender [8] and ethnicity effects. Figure 1 shows samples generated using sophisticated image editing tools to alter/update the image such that it is difficult to visually dif* Equal

1.1. Related Work
Both retouching detection and GAN generated image detection have received increasing interest from the research
community. Kee et al. [16] used geometric and photometric features to train non-linear Support Vector Regression

contribution by the student authors.
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Figure 2. With reference to Figure 1, (a) represents the example of
a generated image with its corresponding original image shown in
bottom, (b) is the original image, (c) shows retouched image with
its original counterpart at the bottom.

(SVR) on several celebrity images for detecting the extent
of photo retouching. Bharati et al. [5] used a supervised
deep Boltzmann machine algorithm for detecting facial retouching. This paper introduced the ND-IIITD dataset with
2600 original and 2275 retouched facial images. Multiple experiments are performed to show the poor recognition performance of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) and
OpenBR face recognition system on retouched face images.
Another work by Bharati et al. [6] have shown the variations
in the accuracy of retouching detection algorithms with demography of the facial image. They also introduced the
Multi-Demographic Retouched Faces (MDRF) dataset with
two genders and three ethnicities. A semi-supervised autoencoder is used to improve the classification performance.
Jain et al. [15] have proposed a deep learning based architecture to detect retouched images. Portmann et al. [29] detects whether a camera is performing automatic face beautification by comparing camera captured face and rearranged
face images.
Recent research has been directed towards the detection
of GANs based altered images. Researchers have used color
cues [20, 26] for detecting the subtle differences in the images. McCloskey et al. [26] proposed an algorithm, where
the Intensity Noise Histograms network is used to classify
the histograms formed using R and G chromaticity coordinates as two variables. They trained a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) using the features obtained by counting
the number of saturated and under-exposed pixels. Li et
al. [20] proposed a framework to detect GANs based alterations by training an SVM on the vector of co-occurrence
matrix calculated on the high pass filter residuals of the image in RGB, HSV and YCbCr image space. Later, ensemble
methods are used by Tariq et al. [36] to detect GANs generated images, and pre-processing techniques are used to de-

tect human tampered images. Dang et al. [9] have proposed
a customized convolutional neural network, termed as, CGFace for GANs generated fake face detection. In order to
detect fake videos, Korshunov and Marcel [17] have generated Deepfake videos from the videos of the VidTIMIT
database 1 and have shown the effect on existing face recognition and detection algorithms. Li et al. [21] proposed a
CNN based algorithm to detect DeepFake videos by learning the artifacts in affine face warping as the discriminating
feature. Hsu et al. [13] proposed a deep forgery discriminator which concatenates two classifiers along with a contrastive loss for detecting GANs based fake images. Nataraj
et al. [27] have detected GANs generated images using a
combination of co-occurrence matrices on the three color
channels and deep convolutional neural networks. Li and
Lyu [22] proposed a deep learning model that uses affine
face wrapping artifacts for deepfake detection. Instead of
using deepfake images as negative examples, the proposed
approach simulated these images using image processing
operations to create artifacts that exist in deepfake content.
Amerini et al. [4] detected deepfake videos by exploiting
inter-frame dissimilarities, unlike previous work that focuses on single-frame detection. The paper proposed an optical flow-based CNN model to perform this task by using
PWC-Net [33] model. Kumar et al. [18] detected face2face
facial reenactment in videos using a multi-stream VGGNet
based network to detect regional artifacts. Singh et al. [32]
discussed the effect of doctored/tampered images generated
using GANs on face recognition systems.

1.2. Research Contributions
In the literature, algorithms have been developed for detecting one type of alteration at a time and for closed set attack/alteration detection. However, real-world solutions require a single algorithm to detect multiple alterations. Further, in some cases it could be an unknown attack. The aim
of this research is to detect and distinguish between learning
(GANs) based digital alterations/generation, handcrafted
retouching based alterations, and non-tampered (original)
images. For this purpose, a novel framework, Digital Alteration Detection using Hierarchical Convolutional Neural
Network (DAD-HCNN) is proposed. The key contributions
of this research are:
• Proposing DAD-HCNN framework with three levels
of hierarchy to broadly classify an input image as original or digitally altered followed by further classification in the digitally altered class at the subsequent levels of the proposed framework.
• Evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed DADHCNN framework by performing experiments on the
1 http://conradsanderson.id.au/vidtimit/

CMU Multi-PIE [12] and ND-IIITD datasets [5] along
with the images generated using different models of
GANs [8, 19, 28, 30].
• Analyzing the robustness of the proposed framework
in detecting images generated using unknown models
of GANs (not seen during training phase) by performing cross-model experiments.

2. Proposed DAD-HCNN Framework
This paper proposes a framework, Digital Alteration Detection using Hierarchical Convolutional Neural Network
(DAD-HCNN), for detecting original and digitally altered
images, using a three level hierarchical approach. The objective is not only to classify original versus altered images
but also to differentiate between retouched versus GANs
generated images along with the classification of images
generated using different models of GANs. Figure 3 shows
the intensity difference map representation for retouching
and GANs based digital alterations. It shows that there is a
large variability across different kinds of images and models and it is therefore important to learn even the subtle differences caused by different methods of digital alterations.
The proposed framework is thus arranged as a 3-level hierarchical network where each level is trained for a specific
task.
Block diagram of the proposed DAD-HCNN framework
and the expanded view of each level is shown in Figure
4. The CNN network at each level of DAD-HCNN framework consists of five convolutional layers with a wide residual connection. The architecture uses a residual connection [35] which allows deeper neural networks to be effectively trained. Zagoruyko et al. [37] have shown that
ResNet [35] performs better when they are wider. Therefore, in this paper, a convolutional block has been introduced into the residual connection of the CNN. Each individual CNN is trained using a patch-based approach with
non-overlapping RGB patches of size (64,64,3).

2.1. Level-1 Classification for Original vs Altered
The first level of DAD-HCNN framework performs classification of original and digitally altered images. The CNN
and SVM at level-1 are trained with the images of original and digitally altered class. The digitally altered class
contains images of the retouched class and the images generated using four different models of GANs, namely, StarGAN [8], SRGAN [19], DCGAN [30], and Context Encoder [28]. The training process of CNN and SVM is discussed below.
Training Convolutional Neural Network: Let L1 be the
level to predict two classes, namely, C1 and C2 , where, C1
represents the ‘Original’ class and C2 represents the ‘Altered’ class. Let X represent the training set with n number

(a)
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Figure 3. Intensity difference maps for the (a) retouched images
(ND-IIITD dataset [5]) with first row containing original images,
second row containing retouched images, third row containing the
intensity difference between the original and its retouched counterpart and (b) GANs generated images with first row containing
original images, second row containing images generated using
StarGAN [8], third row containing the intensity difference between the original and its generated counterpart.

of images.
X = {X1 , X2 , ....Xn }

(1)

where, each image Xi is divided into non-overlapping
patches of size p × p. Let Zi be the set of m number of
patches corresponding to an image Xi , where m can vary
depending upon the size of the input image Xi .
Zi = {Zi,1 , Zi,2 , ....Zi,m }

(2)

where, each Zi,j represents a non-overlapping patch of size
p × p corresponding to an image Xi . The probability of
predicting an input patch Zi,j to class Ck by level L1 is
represented as:
P (Ck |Zi,j ) = φ(Zi,j , W, b, L1 )

(3)

where, Ck ∈ C1 , C2 . W is the weight matrix and b is the
bias. Let Yi,j represent the true class of the patch Zi,j in
one hot encoding form. Focal loss [23] is used to train the
CNN. The loss function can be represented as:
Loss = f (Ck , Zi,j , Yi,j )

(4)

t
f (Ck , Zi,j , Yi,j ) = −α(1 − Yi,j
P (Ck |Zi,j ))γ
t
log(Yi,j
P (Ck |Zi,j ))

(5)
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Figure 4. Illustrating the steps involved in the DAD-HCNN. (a) The first level is trained to distinguish between original and digitally altered
images. The second level is trained for the classification among digitally altered images to classify retouched and GANs generated images
as two separate classes. Third block is trained to further differentiate among the images generated using different models of GANs. (b)
Expanded view of the layers of the CNN network at each level of DAD-HCNN framework.
t
where, Yi,j
P (Ck |Zi,j ) ∈ [0,1] is the probability for the
prediction of the positive class. α is taken as 1 and the trainable parameter γ is kept as 5 in all the experiments. Focal
loss [23] helps in the localization of objects or regions and
is thus suitable for the problem.

Training Support Vector Machine: The patch based predictions of the pre-trained CNN at level-1 of the DADHCNN framework are further used for overall image classification. Therefore, an SVM with ‘rbf’ kernel is trained
on top of the predictions of the CNN. To train the SVM, a
feature vector is formed using the patch based predictions
of the pre-trained CNN. The steps involved in forming the
feature vector are discussed below.
Let the predictions of the network be represented by the
matrix S, where each row of S denotes the prediction (logits) of input patch Zi,j . The dimension of matrix S is (m, k)
where m is the total number of patches in Xi and k is the
total number of classes. At level-1, k=2 namely, C1 and C2
described in the training process of the CNN. In the next
step, the total number of patches predicted as class Ck is
normalized using the total number of patches in the input

image Xi . Mathematically it is represented as:
Pm
p=1 Spk
ri =
∀k
m

(6)

where, ri is the normalized feature vector corresponding to
each image Xi that is used by the SVM for image level
classification and Spk denotes the belongingness of a patch
corresponding to image Xi to class k. In the multi-class
scenario, images from different classes may have different
sizes. In such cases, there is a high probability for the classifier to learn the size difference of the images for distinguishing altered images from the original ones. Therefore,
it is important to normalize the feature vector based on the
total number of patches m corresponding to the images of
each class.

2.2. Level-2 Classification for Retouching vs GANs
The second level of DAD-HCNN framework is used for
classifying the images from the digitally altered class into
retouched and GANs generated images. After the training
of level-1 CNN + SVM, the layers of CNN in level-1 are
frozen and level-2 CNN + SVM is trained using the same
formulation discussed above. Level-2 is trained with two

Table 1. Protocols used for training CNN + SVM at three different levels of the proposed DAD-HCNN framework for classification.
Experiment
Details
Level-1 classification: Distinguishing between original and digitally altered images
Training CNN
Training SVM
Level
Class
Experiment 1
# Training Images # Training Patches # Training Images
Original
2,480
145,738
2,000
Level-1 CNN+SVM
Altered
15,460
153,012
2,000
Level-2 classification: Distinguishing between retouched with GANs generated images
Experiment 2
Retouched
210
109,697
180
Level-2 CNN+SVM
Generated
21,900
132,053
400
Level-3 classification: Distinguishing between different GANs generated images
StarGAN
17,000
67,597
100
Experiment 3
SRGAN
7,000
82,799
100
Level-3 CNN+SVM
DCGAN
6,200
5,201
100
Context Encoders
16,800
67,199
100

classes, namely, ‘Retouched’ class and ‘GANs generated
image’ class. The GANs generated image class contains
images generated using StarGAN, SRGAN, DCGAN, and
Context Encoder.

2.3. Level-3 Classification for GANs Prediction
The third level of DAD-HCNN framework predicts the
GAN used to generate the images. During the training of
level-3 CNN + SVM, layers of the CNN in level-1 and level2 are frozen. The training process follows the same formulation discussed in Section 2.1. Level-3 is trained with
four classes, namely, ‘StarGAN’, ‘SRGAN’, ‘DCGAN’,
and ‘Context Encoder’ class.

2.4. Implementation Details
Each CNN of the proposed DAD-HCNN framework is
trained using ReLU activation function. The weights of
the networks are initialized using Xavier initialization, and
batch normalization is performed after every layer. `1 regularization has been used as it introduces sparsity and is more
robust to outliers. Adam optimizer is used with a learning
rate of 0.001 and a decay rate of 0.00001. During testing,
the input image is divided into patches of size (64,64,3) and
given as input to the first level. Depending upon the decision of the first level, the image is further given as input
to the subsequent levels. Thus, at each level, a decision is
made for the input image. The final classification is therefore dependent on the decision of each level.

3. Experiments and Results
Experiments are performed on multiple datasets and images generated using different models of GANs. Three different experiments are performed to evaluated the performance of the proposed DAD-HCNN framework. First experiment is performed to showcase the classification performance of the proposed DAD-HCNN framework. Second experiment is performed to compare the performance

of a GAN discriminator in detecting digital alterations with
the proposed DAD-HCNN framework. Third experiment
is performed to evaluate the robustness of DAD-HCNN on
the images generated using unseen models of GANs. The
following subsections discuss the datasets used and experiments performed in detail.

3.1. Details of the Datasets and Generated Images
CMU Multi-PIE dataset [12] contains more than 75,000
images of 337 subjects. The images are taken under different pose, illumination and expression variations.
ND-IIITD dataset [5] contains 2,600 original and 2275
retouched facial images having a total of 4,875 images.
PortraitPro Studio Max software is used for applying various retouching operations on original face images from the
Notre Dame database, Collection B [11].
StarGAN [8] is trained on the CelebA dataset [24] to learn
the transfer of attributes. Nine different attributes namely:
black hair; blond hair; brown hair; gender; age; hair and
gender combined; hair and age combined; age and gender
combined; hair, age, and gender combined are learned corresponding to each image. 2,000 images are used for generating images using the network resulting in a total of 18,000
images. Sample images are shown in Figure 5(a).
SRGAN [19] is trained on the CelebA dataset to generate
high-resolution images from its low-resolution counterpart.
14725 low-resolution images are used to generate a total of
14725 high-resolution images. Figure 5(b) shows sample
images generated using SRGAN along with their respective
original images.
DCGAN [30] takes a random noise as input to generate realistic images. The model is trained on the CelebA dataset
and a total of 5700 images are generated. Sample images
are shown in Figure 5(c).
Context Encoders [28] is trained to generate an image region conditioned on its surroundings. It is trained on the
CelebA database and 113,760 images are generated. Figure 5(d) shows sample images generated using context en-

(a) StarGAN

(c) DCGAN

(b) SRGAN

(d) Context- Encoder

Figure 5. Images generated using different models of GANs. (a) First column contains original images. The next nine columns contain
images generated using StarGAN [8] by changing different attributes, (b) Original (first row) and generated (second row) images using
SRGAN [19], (c) Images generated using DCGAN [30], and (d) First row contains original images with mask showing the region to be
reconstructed using Context Encoders [28], second row shows the generated images and the third row contains the original images.

coders.
Original images from the ND-IIITD and CMU MultiPIE datasets form the ‘Original’ class. Retouched images of
the ND-IIITD dataset comprise the ‘Retouched’ class. Images generated using different GANs models are used for
‘GANs generated image’ class. Table 1 summarizes the details of the number of images and patches used for training
the CNN and the number of images used for training SVM
at each level of the DAD-HCNN framework.

3.2. Classification Results
Three experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed DAD-HCNN framework for classification. The details and results of the experiments are
discussed below.
Results for Level-1 Classification - Distinguishing between original and digitally altered images: As shown
in Figure 4(a), level-1 of the proposed DAD-HCNN framework is evaluated for classifying whether the image is original or altered. The performance of this level is evaluated
on 4000 images, with 2000 images of each class.

It is observed that level-1 of the proposed DAD-HCNN
framework achieves an accuracy of 99.95%. Patch-based
classification accuracy is also computed using the predictions from the last layer of the network at level-1. On
patches, an accuracy of 99.30% is obtained. The result
is compared with Bharati et al. [5] that achieves an accuracy of 85.53%. It is observed that the proposed framework
performs 13.77% and 14.42% better than [5] using patchbased and image-based approach, respectively. The results
are summarized in Table 2.
Results for Level-2 Classification: Distinguishing between retouched and GANs generated images: In order
to distinguish between retouched and GANs generated images, the CNN and SVM in the second level of DAD-HCNN
framework are trained with the images of retouched and
GAN generated classes. The parameters of CNN in the first
level of DAD-HCNN framework are frozen and the CNN
in the second level is trained. During testing 1000 images
are taken from each generative model except DCGAN from
which 200 images are used. Along with this, 1000 images
of retouched and original classes are also taken. The input

Table 2. Detection accuracy of the proposed DAD-HCNN framework and comparison with other algorithms.
Algorithm
Bharati et al. [5]
Proposed (Patch Based)
Proposed (Image Based)

Accuracy (%)
85.53
99.30
99.95

Correctly Classified

Misclassified

Original

Retouched

test image is first divided into patches and given as input to
the first level of the proposed framework. Depending upon
the decision of the first level on all the patches of an image,
it is forwarded to the second level for further processing.
The final result is the combined decision of both the levels
on all the patches of the input image. The overall accuracy obtained is 99.68% with 99.43% corresponding to the
retouched class, and 99.93% corresponding to the GANs
generated image class.
Results for Level-3 Classification: Distinguishing between different GANs generated images: This experiment is performed considering the real-world scenario of
identifying a digitally altered image along with the source
of generation. For this purpose, the CNNs in the first two
levels of the proposed DAD-HCNN framework are frozen
and the CNN in the third level is trained to distinguish between images generated from different GANs. To test the
performance of the DAD-HCNN framework in determining
the source of the GANs generated images, the input test image is first divided into patches and given as input to the
first level. Depending on the decision of the first level, the
patch is forwarded to the next level for further processing
and so on. The final result is the combined decision of all
the levels on all the patches of the input image. 1000 images are taken from each class namely original, retouched,
StarGAN, SRGAN, and Context Encoders with 200 images
from DCGAN.
The proposed DAD-HCNN framework achieves an overall accuracy of 99.86% to determine the source of the generated image with 100% accuracy corresponding to the class
of images generated using StarGAN, 99.69% corresponding
to SRGAN, 99.97% corresponding to DCGAN, and 99.79%
corresponding to Context Encoders. The high classification
accuracy shows the suitability of the framework in determining the source of the generated images.
Figure 6 shows samples of the correctly classified and
misclassified patches by the proposed DAD-HCNN framework. It is observed that most of the patches being misclassified from the CMU Multi-PIE dataset are the ones with
poor illumination. Poor illumination leads to lower pixel
values which in turn hide the textural properties of the images. It is also observed that the majority of the patches
being correctly classified are the ones containing facial regions. Similarly retouched and GANs generated patches
being misclassified contains mainly non-facial regions such

StarGAN

SRGAN

DCGAN

Context
Encoder

Figure 6. Samples of correctly classified and mis-classified patches
of all the classes at different levels of the DAD-HCNN framework.

as clothes, hats, and hairs.

3.3. Comparing GAN Discriminator with DADHCNN
We performed two different experiments to evaluate the
performance of using GAN discriminator in this research
problem. The discriminator of StarGAN is used to perform
the experiments. The first experiment is performed to distinguish between original and StarGAN generated images.
The original class contains images from the ND-IIITD and
CMU Multi-PIE datasets, whereas the altered class contains images generated using StarGAN. A 50% train test
split protocol is followed for performing the experiment. In
this experiment, a single block of CNN and SVM of DADHCNN architecture is used. The discriminator achieves
an accuracy of 97.29% whereas, the proposed architecture
yields an accuracy of 99.65%.
The second experiment is performed for 3-class classification, where the aim is to distinguish between original, retouched, and GANs generated images by classifying them
into three different classes. For this purpose, the last two
layers of the discriminator are removed and feature vectors
of the input images are extracted. Next, an SVM is trained
on these extracted feature vectors to perform 3-class classification. In this experiment, the discriminator achieves
a low accuracy of 62.00%, whereas the proposed DADHCNN framework achieves 99.68% accuracy. Since the
discriminator of StarGAN is trained to distinguish the images generated using StarGAN, it is unable to effectively
distinguish between retouched images and the images gen-

Table 3. Cross model classification accuracy using the proposed
DAD-HCNN framework.
Models used for
Models used for
Accuracy (%)
training
testing
StarGAN, SRGAN
DCGAN
99.59
StarGAN, DCGAN
SRGAN
99.78
SRGAN, DCGAN
StarGAN
99.98

erated using other models of GANs.

3.4. Robustness Analysis
The experiments performed so far are based on some
apriori knowledge about the type of alterations performed
or the models used to perform the alterations. However, in
a real-world scenario, it is not pragmatic to assume this kind
of apriori knowledge. With the advent of new image editing tools and technology, it is possible that the test image
contains alterations performed using a tool which is unseen
by the model. Therefore, the detection framework must be
robust to unseen alterations and newer models of generating
digital images.
To evaluate the robustness of the DAD-HCNN framework in detecting digitally generated images by unseen
methods, cross-model experiments are performed for binary
classification between original and generated images. In
these experiments, the CNN network is trained on the images generated using some models of GANs such as StarGAN and SRGAN. During testing, images generated other
GANs models such as DCGAN are used to test for evaluation. For training, 2000 images from each of the two GAN
models along with 2000 original images are used. For testing, 2000 images generated using an unseen model of GAN
and 2000 original images are used. Table 3 shows the classification accuracy of cross model experiments. It is observed that the network achieves above 99% accuracy in all
the experiments. This shows the efficiency and robustness
of the network of the proposed DAD-HCNN framework in
handling alterations made using unseen models of GANs.

3.5. Effect of Residual Connection
The importance of residual connections in the CNN of
the proposed DAD-HCNN framework is established by ablating the residual connection and comparing the performance of the network. Figure 7 summarizes the experimental results. It is observed that ablation results in a decrease
in the overall training and validation accuracy. This clearly
shows the importance of residual connection (RC) in the
network and suitability of the network components in the
proposed DAD-HCNN framework.

4. Conclusion
This paper presents a framework to detect GANs and
retouching based digital alterations. Existing research in

a Training A

Validation A

ura y

ura y

Figure 7. Training and validation accuracy for comparing the performance with and without residual connection (RC).

the area of detecting digital alterations have been specific
to detecting a particular alteration. The proposed hierarchical framework, termed as DAD-HCNN, can detect retouching and GANs generated images with high accuracy
which shows its applicability in real life scenarios. Along
with detecting alterations, the proposed approach also detects the source GAN model from which the image is generated/altered, i.e. it classifies the images generated using
different models of GANs into different classes. Multiple
experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of
the proposed framework towards alteration detection under open and closed scenarios. The proposed DAD-HCNN
showcases superlative performance in different settings and
illustrates that digital alterations can be detected with very
high confidence.
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